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Article 4

et al.: Letter from the Editor

Letter From The Editor
The experience of working on the Prairie Light Review has
opened my eyes far beyond what I expected to learn about
literature and publishing. I have gained new perspectives on art
and writing, but on top of that, I have developed leadership skills
that help me work with the PLR staff.
My experience of being involved with PLR has been a
constantly changing one. I have transitioned from contributor,
to staff member, to marketing editor, and now to editor in chief. I
am so thankful to have found this magazine to grow with during
my time at College of DuPage. I would be hard pressed to find
sufficient thanks to express my gratitude to all the people that
have made this magazine possible. Among those people are the
former and current advisors Jackie McGrath and Linda Elaine,
and the many staff members who have come and gone but have
always left a lasting impression.
I am very thankful for the current staff, including
Stephen, Alex, Sara, Jacob, and Jillian, who constantly force me to
reevaluate my thoughts and see everything in a new light. With
their support and ideas, the PLR is transforming into a more
captivating and accessible publication.
We want you to see us as your resource for publishing all
types of art- not just poetry and photography. If you work in a
medium we have not yet published, submit it. We want you to
surprise and wow us- show us what we haven’t seen before.
We hope you enjoy this issue and will see PLR in a new light.

- Allison Anderson
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